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(i) GEOSS Platform testing, to confirm correct implementation of new/upgraded functionality and
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(ii) End-to-end validation, to verify to what extent the implementation answers to user needs;
(iii) User satisfaction assessment, to evaluate the level of satisfaction of the targeted communities.
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Executive Summary
This report documents the validation and assessment activities and their results for the
enhancements of the GEOSS Platform, implemented during the EDGE project, in response to user
requirements documented in D2.3 – User requirements elicitation and functional analysis, v2.
The validation and assessment approach consisted of three activities:
(i)

GEOSS Platform testing, to confirm correct implementation of new/upgraded functionality and
absence of regression;
(ii) End-to-end validation, to verify to what extent the implementation answers to user needs;
(iii) User satisfaction assessment, to evaluate, through a survey, the level of satisfaction of the
targeted communities.
The main sources of the scenarios object of the validation are:
 User communities from different thematic areas such as Disaster Resilience Management (which
is a GEO Priority Area), Water Resources Management, Biodiversity and Ecosystem Sustainability,
Public Health Surveillance, Agriculture and Food Security, Sustainable Urban Development,
Climate (another GEO Priority Area);
 GEO regional Hubs such as AmeriGEO, EuroGEO and AOGEO;
 Communities linked to the Sustainable Development Goals (another GEO Priority Area);
 Cross-thematic communities.
The requirements corresponding to the scenarios from the thematic communities mainly concern the
need to search in a theme-specific domain through domain-specific keywords and receive in response
at the same time resources from different and heterogenous sources. In some cases, specific search
and visualization features are required. In other cases, discovery and access of processing services as
well as their execution in a seamless and transparent way is required (e.g. in the case of the ESA
Thematic Exploitation Platforms or the Copernicus Services). In some cases, specific search and
visualization features, as well as access to trusted knowledge sources are required.
Requirements concerning the GEO Regional Hubs mainly regard the need to connect to their
infrastructures, thus providing access to their resources to the wide GEOSS audience. In some cases
ad-hoc features such as the creation of search sub-domains within a given domain and accessibility
from an ad-hoc portal are also required.
Specific search capabilities are required for the SDGs, as well as the capability to compute SDG
indicators according to defined models. Comparison capabilities are also required, to be able to
analytically compare SDG indicators from official sources (e.g. the UN Statistics Division) with indicator
computed through defined models, provided by trusted sources.
Cross-thematic communities’ requirements mainly regard ad-hoc portals with search and access
capabilities as well as discovery, access and execution of processing services provided by trusted
sources (e.g. DIAS platforms).
Detailed use cases and user requirements are described in D2.3 – User requirements elicitation and
functional analysis, v2.
The validation activities resulted in 80% (32 out of 40)1 of the elicited scenarios successfully validated,
with full compliance (100%) of the corresponding user requirements.

1

The EDGE project had the objective to implement 9 scenarios. Eventually 40 were identified and 32 completely implemented.
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The remaining 8 scenarios are considered as partially validated because a subset of the corresponding
user requirements (28%) have passed the validation (the remaining user requirements could not be
validated because still in the analysis phase).
The assessment survey received 11 answers from 10 different communities, listed in the table below:
Community
SWOS
ECOPOTENTIAL

Scope

Web site
https://www.swos-service.eu
http://www.ecopotentialproject.eu
AtlantOS
Oceans monitoring
https://www.atlantosh2020.eu
AmeriGEO
Regional GEO
https://www.amerigeoss.org/
GCOS (Global Climate Observing Climate observations, free and https://gcos.wmo.int/en/home
System)
open access to climate data
SMURBS
Sustainable
cities
and https://smurbs.eu/
communities
GEOEssential
GEOEssential is addressing the http://www.geoessential.eu/
need for trusted sources of data
and information to monitor the
progresses
made
on
environmental
conditions
towards policy targets.
DBAR
Cooperation among countries, http://www.dbeltroad.org
regions, and organizations
spanning the historical Silk Road
Space4Water
Water resources management
https://www.space4water.org/
Energic-OD
Open Data distribution to user https://www.energic-od.eu/
communities.
Wetlands
Ecosystems

Table 1: Surveyed communities

The conducted survey addressed the user experience in the usage of the GEOSS platform but also
their experience in the activities of integrating and interfacing the GEOSS platform tools and
resources.
The users rated as excellent or good their experience with the GEOSS Platform tools and the
implementation of their requirements. Their satisfaction is more heterogeneous regarding the GEOSS
platform available resources and functionalities, recognizing areas of improvement as regards the
information and knowledge aspects. It must be noticed that most of the comments and
recommendations concerning the information and knowledge aspects are already being addressed in
the proof of concept developed by the EDGE team and aimed to be discussed in the context of the
GEOSS Infrastructure Development Task Team.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose and scope
The present deliverable is an output of WP4 - Deployment and user assessment in the EDGE project,
responsible for the user assessment and end-to-end validation of the deployed use cases.
The activity foresees:


The involvement of the users to validate the deployed enhancements against the user
requirements (received from WP2);
 The assessment of the deployed enhancements in a broader context (via assessment metrics), in
terms of added value to users, and in general, of beneficial impact on the society;
 The identification of problems/issues requiring second-level support, arising from the validation
and assessment processes, to be sent back to WP3 (GEOSS Portal and DAB Enhancements) for
resolution;
 The collection of new requirements or requirements changes that will be fed into WP2 and
considered in the next iterations.
This report documents the validation and assessment activities and their results for the
enhancements of the GEOSS Platform, implemented during the EDGE project, in response to user
requirements documented in D2.3 – User requirements elicitation and functional analysis, v2.. The
validation and assessment approach consisted of three activities:
(i) GEOSS Platform testing, to confirm correct implementation of new/upgraded functionality and
absence of regression,
(ii) End-to-end validation, to verify to what extent the implementation answers to user needs;
(iii) User satisfaction assessment, to evaluate, through a survey, the level of satisfaction of the
targeted communities.

1.2 Document Organisation
The document is organized as follows:







Section 1 – Introduction describes the purpose and scope of the document, its organisation
and the link to other activities in the project;
Section 2 – User validation and assessment describes the validation and assessment approach
and results;
Annex A. – Survey results reports the detailed answers to the survey from the communities;
Annex B. – References;
Annex C. – Figures and Tables;
Annex D. - Acronyms.

1.3 Links with other project activities
Within the EDGE project in the timeframe from October 2017 to May 2020, the emphasis is placed on
the involvement of the user communities, to better understand their needs and define and evolve the
GEOSS infrastructure (in terms of Earth observation data, information, tools and services) to be fully
in line with their expectations:


In WP2, ESA leads the collection of user requirements and liaises with selected users to review the
proposed customized solution and ensure a user-satisfying solution. The output of this activity is
documented in D2.3 [RD-2] and D2.4 [RD-3].
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In WP3, the agreed solution is implemented, being an upgrade of the existing GEOSS Portal and
DAB functionalities and as well of other GEOSS Platform components (Status Checker, Yellow
Pages).
In WP4, following deployment of the upgrades agreed with users, the user satisfaction is verified
through a user questionnaire, which also assesses the easiness of customisation/use of the
various GEOSS Platform tools. The overall improvement of the GEOSS Platform is also assessed.
WP5 ensures instead the dissemination of the projects activities to increase awareness about
GEOSS and its benefits for the different stakeholder communities.
Figure 1 shows the relations between the EDGE work packages.

Figure 1 EDGE Work packages and their relationships
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2. User Validation and Assessment
2.1 Validation and assessment approach
The validation and assessment approach consists of three activities:




GEOSS Platform testing, to confirm correct implementation of new/upgraded functionality
and absence of regression;
End-to-end validation, to verify to what extent the implementation answers to user needs;
User satisfaction assessment, to evaluate the level of satisfaction of the targeted
communities.

Figure 2: Validation approach

The GEOSS portal testing takes into consideration the following perspectives:








Functional Testing: to verify all the GEOSS Platform components for correct function,
formatting, cookies, and data validation. This includes testing all the links in all the pages and
the good behaviour of the web forms.
Usability Testing: to confirm the user-friendliness and attractiveness of the GEOSS Platform.
More precisely, tests are run to check that users have apparent and easy control to move
from page to page, that they are able to accomplish their goals without difficulties or errors
and, finally, they can easily find instructions should they not intuitively know how to use a
function.
Compatibility Testing, aiming at verifying that differences in Web browsers, operating
environments, and hardware devices do not impact the correct operation of the Web
application.
Content Testing, i.e. check for correct visualization of dynamic data and images, meaningful
logical arrangement and consistency of the information provided, adequate colour and
pattern styles, correct spelling.
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Performance Testing, to verify that the application behaviour does not change significantly as
the number of users and user queries increases.
Security Testing, to check the application’s authentication mechanisms, including CAPTCHA
fields.

The GEOSS Platform has been tested according to the above described approach: the GEOSS Platform
components have been verified against the system requirements described in D2.4[RD-3]. When
finding issues or malfunctions, tickets have been opened. As of the end of the project, all the tickets
result as closed.
The end-to-end validation of the scenarios has been performed through execution on the platform of
the steps described in each user requirements referring to those scenarios, as described in D2.3 [RD2]. The detailed validation results are reported in Section 2.2.
The overall assessment of the user satisfaction has been performed through a user survey (see
aggregated results in section 2.3 and detailed answers in Annex A).

2.2 End-to-end validation of the user scenarios
The main sources of the scenarios object of the validation are:
 User communities from the following thematic areas: Disaster Resilience Management (which is a
GEO Priority Area), Water Resources Management, Biodiversity and Ecosystem Sustainability,
Public Health Surveillance, Agriculture and Food Security, Sustainable Urban Development,
Climate (another GEO Priority Area);
 GEO regional Hubs such as AmeriGEO, EuroGEO and AOGEO;
 Communities linked to the Sustainable Development Goals (another GEO Priority Area);
 Cross-thematic communities.
The requirements corresponding to the scenarios from the thematic communities mainly concern the
need to search in a theme-specific domain through domain-specific keywords and receive in response
at the same time resources from different and heterogenous sources. In some cases, specific search
and visualization features are required. In other cases, discovery and access of processing services as
well as their execution in a seamless and transparent way is required (e.g. in the case of the ESA
Thematic Exploitation Platforms or the Copernicus Services). In some cases, specific search and
visualization features, as well as access to trusted knowledge sources are required.
Requirements concerning the GEO Regional Hubs mainly regard the need to connect to their
infrastructures, thus providing access to their resources to the wide GEOSS audience. In some cases,
ad-hoc features such as the creation of search sub-domains within a given domain and accessibility
from an ad-hoc portal are also required.
Specific search capabilities are required for the SDGs, as well as the capability to compute SDG
indicators according to defined models. Comparison capabilities are also required, to be able to
analytically compare SDG indicators from official sources (e.g. the UN Statistics Division) with indicator
computed through defined models, provided by trusted sources.
Cross-thematic communities’ requirements mainly regard ad-hoc portals with search and access
capabilities as well as discovery, access and execution of processing services provided by trusted
sources (e.g. DIAS platforms).
Detailed use cases and user requirements are described in [RD-2].
The end-to-end validation of the scenarios has been performed through execution on the platform of
the steps described in each user requirements referring to those scenarios.
The following table reports the validation results for the detailed user requirements corresponding to
the end to end scenarios (please refer to D2.3 [RD-2] for full text description).
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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The result of the validation of these user requirements determine the result of the validation of the
corresponding end-to-end scenarios, in the sense that an end-to-end scenario is considered
successfully validated if all the corresponding user requirements are passed. Table 3 reports the
results of the validation of the end-to-end scenarios.
In was not possible to validate 18 out of 104 requirements because they are still in the analysis phase,
at the time of this writing, so not implemented yet.

Passed

Req. Code

Req Title

1.

UR-DRM-001

Earthquake search

2.

UR-DRM-002

Earthquake search
results

Y

Sorting earthquake
search results
Selecting the
earthquake
magnitude type
Accessing Data and
information from the
Copernicus
Emergency Service

Y

UC-DRM-01 - Earthquake search and
visualization

Y

UC-DRM-01 - Earthquake search and
visualization

Y

UC-DRM-02 – Access to data from the
Copernicus Emergency Management
Service

Y

UR-DRM-008

Discovery of ESA
GEOHazards TEP
Discovery and access
of data and
information
produced by the
Geohazards TEP
Geohazards TEP
service execution and
products generation

UR-CLI-001

Climate search
domain

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

UR-DRM-003

UR-DRM-004

UR-DRM-005
UR-DRM-006

UR-DRM-007

Y

Search by GCOS ECV

11. UR-CLI-003

Search by GCOS
Measurement
Domain

12. UR-CLI-004

13. UR-CLI-005

UC-DRM-03 - Access to GEOHazards TEP
UC-DRM-03 - Access to GEOHazards TEP

Under
analysis
Under UC-DRM-03 - Access to GEOHazards TEP
analysis
Y

Y
10. UR-CLI-002

Source End to End Scenario
UC-DRM-01 - Earthquake search and
visualization
UC-DRM-01 - Earthquake search and
visualization

UC-CLI-01 - Searching climate resources
in GEOSS by the GCOS Essential Climate
Variables.
UC-CLI-01 - Searching climate resources
in GEOSS by the GCOS Essential Climate
Variables.

Y

UC-CLI-01 - Searching climate resources
in GEOSS by the GCOS Essential Climate
Variables.

Search by GCOS focus
“area”

Y

UC-CLI-01 - Searching climate resources
in GEOSS by the GCOS Essential Climate
Variables.

Search by GCOS ECV
products

Y

UC-CLI-01 - Searching climate resources
in GEOSS by the GCOS Essential Climate
Variables.
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Req. Code

Req Title

14. UR-CLI-006

Changing automatic
ECV selections

15. UR-CLI-007

Changing automatic
ECV products
selections

16. UR-CLI-008

17. UR-CLI-009

18. UR-CLI-010

19. UR-CLI-011

20. UR-CLI-012

Graph navigation of
the climate concepts
Accessing data and
information from the
Copernicus Climate
Change Service
Accessing climate
information on
coastal changes
Retrieving climate
information from
different knowledge
sources
Registering own
knowledge sources
regarding coastline
changes to GEOSS

Passed
Y

Y

UC-CLI-01 - Searching climate resources
in GEOSS by the GCOS Essential Climate
Variables.

Y

UC-CLI-01 - Searching climate resources
in GEOSS by the GCOS Essential Climate
Variables.

Y

UC-CLI-02 – Access to data from the
Copernicus Climate Change Service.

Y

UC-CLI-03 – Retrieval of publications
from Zenodo regarding Coastline
changes on Koh Tao island

Y

UC-CLI-03 – Retrieval of publications
from Zenodo regarding Coastline
changes on Koh Tao island

Y

UC-CLI-04 – Making visible to GEOSS
users own knowledge regarding
coastline change

Y

UC-CLI-05 – Accessing Climate risk
information for Central America from
the GEO regional node AmeriGEO

21. UR-CLI-013

Accessing climate
data from AmeriGEO

22. UR-CLI-014

Discovery of ESA
Coastal TEP

Under
analysis

23. UR-CLI-015

Discovery and access
of data and
information
produced by the
Coastal TEP

Under
analysis

24. UR-CLI-016

Coastal TEP service
execution and
products generation

25. UR-CLI-017

Discovery of ESA
Polar TEP

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Source End to End Scenario
UC-CLI-01 - Searching climate resources
in GEOSS by the GCOS Essential Climate
Variables.

Under UC-CLI-06 – Access to ESA Coastal TEP
analysis
UC-CLI-06 – Access to ESA Coastal TEP

UC-CLI-06 – Access to ESA Coastal TEP

UC-CLI-07 – Access to ESA Polar TEP
Y
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Req Title

Passed

Under
analysis

26. UR-CLI-018

Discovery and access
of data and
information
produced by the
Polar TEP

Under
analysis

27. UR-CLI-019

Polar TEP service
execution and
products generation

28. UR-WRM-001

A dedicated Portal
for the AtlantOs
community

Y

29. UR-WRM-002

The AtlantOs search
keywords

Y

30. UR-WRM-003

The AtlantOs Region
Of Interest

Req. Code

31. UR-WRM-004

The AtlantOs search
domain

32. UR-WRM-005

A dedicated Portal
for the GEO-GNOME
community

Source End to End Scenario
UC-CLI-07 – Access to ESA Polar TEP

UC-CLI-07 – Access to ESA Polar TEP

Y

Y

Y

UC-WRM-01 - Atlantos: Optimising and
Enhancing the Integrated
Atlantic Ocean Observing Systems
UC-WRM-01 - Atlantos: Optimising and
Enhancing the Integrated Atlantic
Ocean Observing Systems
UC-WRM-01 - Atlantos: Optimising and
Enhancing the Integrated Atlantic
Ocean Observing Systems
UC-WRM-01 - Atlantos: Optimising and
Enhancing the Integrated Atlantic
Ocean Observing Systems
UC-WRM-02 - GEO-GNOME: GEO Global
Network for Observation and
Information in Mountain Environments

Y

UC-WRM-02 - GEO-GNOME: GEO Global
Network for Observation and
Information in Mountain Environments

Y

UC-WRM-02 - GEO-GNOME: GEO Global
Network for Observation and
Information in Mountain Environments

Y

Y

UC-WRM-03 – GTN-H: The Global
Terrestrial Network for Hydrology

36. UR-WRM-009

The GEO-GNOME
search domain
A dedicated portal
for the GTN-H
community

UC-WRM-02 - GEO-GNOME: GEO Global
Network for Observation and
Information in Mountain Environments

37. UR-WRM-010

The GTN-H search
keywords

Y

UC-WRM-03 – GTN-H: The Global
Terrestrial Network for Hydrology

The GTN-H search
domain
Accessing data and
information from the
Copernicus Marine
Environment
Monitoring Service

Y

UC-WRM-03 – GTN-H: The Global
Terrestrial Network for Hydrology

33. UR-WRM-006

34. UR-WRM-007

35. UR-WRM-008

38. UR-WRM-011

39. UR-WRM-012

The GEO-GNOME
search keywords
The GEO-GNOME
Region Of Interest

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Y

UC-WRM-04 – Access to data from the
Copernicus Marine Environment
Monitoring Service
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Req. Code

40. UR-WRM-013

41. UR-WRM-014

42. UR-WRM-015
43. UR-WRM-016

44. UR-WRM-017

45. UR-WRM-018

46. UR-BES-001

47. UR-BES-002

48. UR-BES-003

49. UR-BES-004

50. UR-BES-005

51. UR-BES-006
52. UR-BES-007

53. UR-BES-008

Req Title
Accessing data and
information from the
Copernicus Land
Monitoring Service
Searching for GEOSS
data via the
Space4Water Portal
Browsing through
GEOSS data via the
Space4Water Portal

Passed

Discovery of ESA
Hydrology TEP
Discovery and access
of data and
information
produced by the
Hydrology TEP
Hydrology TEP
service execution and
products generation
Search for
Ecosystems,
Protected Areas,
Storylines and
Workflows
Running
ECOPOTENTIAL
workflows
Graph-based
navigation of the
ECOPOTENTIAL
Ontology concepts
Input data for
ECOPOTENTIAL
workflows in GEOSS
Searching for GEOSS
data via the SWOS
Portal
Browsing through
GEOSS data via the
SWOS Portal
Discovery of ESA
Forestry TEP
Discovery and access
of data and
information
produced by the
Forestry TEP

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Y

Source End to End Scenario
UC-WRM-05 – Access to data from the
Copernicus Land Monitoring Service

Y

UC-WRM-06 – GEOSS for the
Space4Water

Y

UC-WRM-06 – GEOSS for the
Space4Water

Y

UC-WRM-07 – Access to ESA Hydrology
TEP

Under
analysis

UC-WRM-07 – Access to ESA Hydrology
TEP

Under UC-WRM-07 – Access to ESA Hydrology
analysis TEP
UC-BES-01 - The ECOPotential
Knowledge Generator
Y

Y

UC-BES-01 - The ECOPotential
Knowledge Generator

Y

UC-BES-01 - The ECOPotential
Knowledge Generator

Y

UC-BES-01 - The ECOPotential
Knowledge Generator

Y

UC-BES-02 – GEOSS for the Satellitebased Wetland Observation Service

Y

UC-BES-02 – GEOSS for the Satellitebased Wetland Observation Service

Y

UC-BES-03 – Access to ESA Forestry TEP
UC-BES-03 – Access to ESA Forestry TEP

Under
analysis
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Req. Code

54. UR-BES-009

55. UR-PHS-001

56. UR-PHS-002

57. UR-AFS-001

58. UR-AFS-002
59. UR-AFS-003

60. UR-AFS-004

61. UR-AFS-005
62. UR-SUD-001

63. UR-SUD-002

64. UR-SUD-003

65. UR-SUD-004

Req Title
Forestry TEP service
execution and
products generation
A dedicated Portal
for the GOS4M
community
Accessing data and
information from the
Copernicus
Atmosphere
Monitoring Service
Discovering and
accessing land
degradation
showcases from
EuroGEO
Retrieving knowledge
on the creation of a
crop mask
Discovery of ESA
Food Security TEP
Discovery and access
of data and
information
produced by the
Food Security TEP
Food Security TEP
services execution
and products
generation
Discovery of ESA
Urban TEP
Discovery and access
of data and
information
produced by the
Urban TEP
Urban TEP service
execution and
products generation
Visualizing and
retrieving SDG
indicator values from
the SMURBS/ERAPLANET platform

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Passed
Under
analysis

Source End to End Scenario
UC-BES-03 – Access to ESA Forestry TEP

Y

UC-PHS-01 - GOS4M: Global
Observation System for Mercury

Y

UC-PHS-02 – Access to data from the
Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring
Service

Y
UC-AFS-01 – Land degradation due to
forest fires
Y
Y

UC-AFS-02 – Creating a crop mask
UC-AFS-03 – Access to ESA Food
Security TEP

Y
UC-AFS-03 – Access to ESA Food
Security TEP
Under
analysis UC-AFS-03 – Access to ESA Food
Security TEP
Y

UC-SUD-01 – Access to ESA Urban TEP

Under
analysis
UC-SUD-01 – Access to ESA Urban TEP
Under
analysis

Y

UC-SUD-01 – Access to ESA Urban TEP
UC-SUD-02 – Exploring SDG Indicator
11.6.2 and its sensitivity to a city's
definition and comparing with values
from other sources
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Req. Code

Req Title

Passed

Source End to End Scenario
UC-SUD-02 – Exploring SDG Indicator
11.6.2 and its sensitivity to a city's
definition and comparing with values
from other sources
UC-GRH-01 - AmeriGEO

72. UR-GRH-007

Comparison of SDG
indicator 11.6.2 from
multiple sources
A dedicated Portal
for the AmeriGEO
community
The AmeriGEO search
keywords
The AmeriGEO
Region Of Interest
The AmeriGEO search
domain
The AmeriGEO
filtering capabilities
A dedicated Portal
for the DBAR
community

73. UR-GRH-008

Search by DBAR focus
“area”

Y

UC-GRH-02 - DBAR: Digital Belt And
Road

74. UR-GRH-009

The DBAR search
domain

Y

UC-GRH-02 - DBAR: Digital Belt And
Road

Y

UC-GRH-02 - DBAR: Digital Belt And
Road

Y

UC-GRH-04 – Discovery and
visualization of resources from
AmeriGEO

77. UR-GRH-012

Chinese language
support
Accessing data,
information and
knowledge from
EuroGEO
Accessing data,
information and
knowledge from
AmeriGEO

78. UR-SDG-001

The Essential
Variables Portal

Y

UC-SDG-01 - GEO Essential and the
Essential Variables Portal

Y

UC-SDG-01 - GEO Essential and the
Essential Variables Portal

Y

UC-SDG-01 - GEO Essential and the
Essential Variables Portal

Searching SDGrelevant data

Y

UC-SDG-02 – Searching for SDG
indicators

SDG search by
country
SDG search by
indicator-relevant
keywords

Y

UC-SDG-02 – Searching for SDG
indicators

Y

UC-SDG-02 – Searching for SDG
indicators

66. UR-SUD-005

67. UR-GRH-001
68. UR-GRH-002
69. UR-GRH-003
70. UR-GRH-004
71. UR-GRH-005

75. UR-GRH-010

76. UR-GRH-011

79. UR-SDG-002
80. UR-SDG-003
UR-SDG-004
81.
UR-SDG-005
82.
UR-SDG-006
83.

Search by EBV
Search by EWV
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Y

Y
Y

UC-GRH-01 - AmeriGEO

Y

UC-GRH-01 - AmeriGEO

Y

UC-GRH-01 - AmeriGEO

Y

UC-GRH-01 - AmeriGEO

Y

UC-GRH-02 - DBAR: Digital Belt And
Road

Y

UC-GRH-03 – Discovery and
visualization of resources from EuroGEO
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Req. Code
UR-SDG-007

84.
UR-SDG-008
85.
UR-SDG-009
86.
UR-SDG-010
87.
UR-SDG-011
88.

Req Title
Visualizing and
retrieving SDG
indicator values from
the UNSD

Passed
Y

Source End to End Scenario
UC-SDG-03 – Access to SDG indicator
values from UNSD

SDG indicator 15.3.1
computation service
discovery

Y

UC-SDG-04 – Generating SDG indicator
15.3.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

SDG indicator 15.3.1
computation service
execution

Y

UC-SDG-04 – Generating SDG indicator
15.3.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

Visual representation
of SDG indicator
15.3.1 computations

Y

UC-SDG-04 – Generating SDG indicator
15.3.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

Comparison of SDG
indicator 15.3.1 from
multiple sources

Y

UC-SDG-04 – Generating SDG indicator
15.3.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

UR-SDG-012

SDG indicator 14.1.1
computation service
discovery

UC-SDG-04 – Generating SDG indicator
Under
14.1.1 and comparing with values from
analysis
other sources

UR-SDG-013

SDG indicator 14.1.1
computation service
execution

Under UC-SDG-05 – Generating SDG indicator
analysis 14.1.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

UR-SDG-014

Visual representation
of SDG indicator
14.1.1 computations

Under UC-SDG-05 – Generating SDG indicator
analysis 14.1.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

UR-SDG-015

Comparison of SDG
indicator 14.1.1 from
multiple sources

Under UC-SDG-05 – Generating SDG indicator
analysis 14.1.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

UR-SDG-016

SDG indicator 11.3.1
computation service
discovery

Y

UC-SDG-06 – Generating SDG indicator
11.3.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

Y

UC-SDG-06 – Generating SDG indicator
11.3.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

Y

UC-SDG-06 – Generating SDG indicator
11.3.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

Y

UC-SDG-06 – Generating SDG indicator
11.3.1 and comparing with values from
other sources

Y

UC-CRT-01 - ENERGIC OD: European
NEtwork for Redistributing Geospatial
Information to user Communities Open Data

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.
UR-SDG-017
94.
UR-SDG-018
95.
UR-SDG-019
96.

97. UR-CRT-001

SDG indicator 11.3.1
computation service
execution
Visual representation
of SDG indicator
11.3.1 computations
Comparison of SDG
indicator 11.3.1 from
multiple sources
A dedicated Portal
for the ENERGIC-OD
community
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Req. Code

98. UR-CRT-002

99. UR-CRT-003

100. UR-CRT-004

101. UR-CRT-005

102. UR-CRT-006

103. UR-CRT-007

104. UR-CRT-008

Req Title

The ENERGIC-OD
search domain
A dedicated Portal
for the EnviDat
community

The EnviDat search
keywords

The Envidat Region
Of Interest

The EnviDat search
domain
Discovering and
accessing DIAS
Platforms
Discovering and
accessing DIAS
Platform services

Passed
Y

Source End to End Scenario
UC-CRT-01 - ENERGIC OD: European
NEtwork for Redistributing Geospatial
Information to user Communities Open Data

Y

UC-CTR-02 – EnviDat: The
Environmental Data Portal of the Swiss
Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and
Landscape Research (WSL)

Y

UC-CTR-02 – EnviDat: The
Environmental Data Portal of the Swiss
Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and
Landscape Research (WSL)

Y

UC-CTR-02 – EnviDat: The
Environmental Data Portal of the Swiss
Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and
Landscape Research (WSL)

Y

UC-CTR-02 – EnviDat: The
Environmental Data Portal of the Swiss
Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and
Landscape Research (WSL)
UC-CRT-03 – Access to DIAS platforms

Y
UC-CRT-03 – Access to DIAS platforms
Y

Table 2: User requirements validation results

The following table reports the implementation status of the elicited scenarios, documented in D2.3
[RD-2]. Scenarios are considered fully implemented and successfully validated when all the
corresponding requirements have passed the validation (see Table 2 above). In case only a subset of
the corresponding requirements have passed the validation, the scenarios are considered as partially
validated.
#
End to End Scenario
1. UC-DRM-01 - Earthquake search and visualization
2. UC-DRM-02 – Access to data from the Copernicus Emergency
Management Service

Implementation Status
(Y= fully validated; P =
partially validated)
Y
Y

3. UC-DRM-03 - Access to GEOHazards TEP

P

4. UC-CLI-01 - Searching climate resources in GEOSS by the GCOS
Essential Climate Variables.
5. UC-CLI-02 – Access to data from the Copernicus Climate
Change Service.

Y

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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#
End to End Scenario
6. UC-CLI-03 – Retrieval of publications from Zenodo regarding
Coastline changes on Koh Tao island

Implementation Status
(Y= fully validated; P =
partially validated)
Y

7. UC-CLI-04 – Making visible to GEOSS users own knowledge
regarding coastline change

Y

8. UC-CLI-05 – Accessing Climate risk information for Central
America from the GEO regional node AmeriGEO

Y

9. UC-CLI-06 – Access to ESA Coastal TEP

P

10. UC-CLI-07 – Access to ESA Polar TEP

P

11. UC-WRM-01 - Atlantos: Optimising and Enhancing the
Integrated
Atlantic Ocean Observing Systems
12. UC-WRM-02 - GEO-GNOME: GEO Global Network for
Observation and Information in Mountain Environments

Y

13. UC-WRM-03 – GTN-H: The Global Terrestrial Network for
Hydrology

Y

14. UC-WRM-04 – Access to data from the Copernicus Marine
Environment Monitoring Service

Y

15. UC-WRM-05 – Access to data from the Copernicus Land
Monitoring Service

Y

16. UC-WRM-06 – GEOSS for the Space4Water

Y

17. UC-WRM-07 – Access to ESA Hydrology TEP

P

18. UC-BES-01 - The ECOPotential Knowledge Generator

Y

19. UC-BES-02 – GEOSS for the Satellite-based Wetland
Observation Service

Y

20. UC-BES-03 – Access to ESA Forestry TEP

P

21. UC-PHS-01 - GOS4M: Global Observation System for Mercury
22. UC-PHS-02 – Access to data from the Copernicus Atmosphere
Monitoring Service
23. UC-AFS-01 – Land degradation due to forest fires
24. UC-AFS-02 – Creating a crop mask
25. UC-AFS-03 – Access to ESA Food Security TEP
26. UC-SUD-01 – Access to ESA Urban TEP
27. UC-SUD-02 – Exploring SDG Indicator 11.6.2 and its sensitivity
to a city's definition and comparing with values from other
sources
28. UC-GRH-01 – AmeriGEO Portal

Y
Y

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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#
End to End Scenario
29. UC-GRH-02 - DBAR: Digital Belt And Road

Implementation Status
(Y= fully validated; P =
partially validated)
Y

30. UC-GRH-03 – Discovery and visualization of resources from
EuroGEO

Y

31. UC-GRH-04 – Discovery and visualization of resources from
AmeriGEO

Y

32. UC-SDG-01 - GEO Essential and the Essential Variables Portal

Y

33. UC-SDG-02 – Searching for SDG indicators

Y

34. UC-SDG-03 – Access to SDG indicator values from UNSD

Y

35. UC-SDG-04 – Generating SDG indicator 15.3.1 and comparing
with values from other sources

Y

36. UC-SDG-05 – Generating SDG indicator 14.1.1 and comparing
with values from other sources

P

37. UC-SDG-06 – Generating SDG indicator 11.3.1 and comparing
with values from other sources

Y

38. UC-CRT-01 - ENERGIC OD: European NEtwork for Redistributing
Geospatial Information to user Communities - Open Data

Y

39. UC-CTR-02 – EnviDat: The Environmental Data Portal of the
Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape
Research (WSL)

Y

40. UC-CRT-03 – Access to DIAS platforms

Y

Table 3: Use cases implementation status

2.3 User satisfaction assessment
The overall assessment of the user satisfaction has been performed through user survey (see detailed
answers in Annex A).
The table below summarises the Communities involved in the assessment.
Community
SWOS
ECOPOTENTIAL

Scope

Web site
https://www.swos-service.eu
http://www.ecopotentialproject.eu
AtlantOS
Oceans monitoring
https://www.atlantos-h2020.eu
AmeriGEO
Regional GEO
https://www.amerigeoss.org/
GCOS (Global Climate Observing Climate observations, free and https://gcos.wmo.int/en/home
System)
open access to climate data
SMURBS
Sustainable
cities
and https://smurbs.eu/
communities
GEOEssential
GEOEssential is addressing the http://www.geoessential.eu/
Wetlands
Ecosystems

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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Community

Scope
Web site
need for trusted sources of data
and information to monitor the
progresses
made
on
environmental
conditions
towards policy targets.
Cooperation among countries, http://www.dbeltroad.org
regions, and organizations
spanning the historical Silk Road
Water resources management
https://www.space4water.org/
Open Data distribution to user https://www.energic-od.eu/
communities.

DBAR

Space4Water
Energic-OD

Table 4: Communities involved in the EDGE assessment

The conducted survey addressed the user experience in the usage of the GEOSS platform but also
their experience in the activities of integrating and interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/resources.
The table below summarises the results of the 11 answers to the user survey (from the 10
communities above). Please refer to Annex A for detailed answers.
The table also reports the main comments from the surveyed communities, along with the replies
provided by the EDGE team.
Users rate as excellent or good their experience with the GEOSS Widget, Mirror or View and the
implementation of their requirements. Their satisfaction is more heterogeneous regarding the GEOSS
platform available resources and functionalities, recognizing areas of improvement as regards the
information and knowledge aspects. It must be noticed that most of the comments and
recommendations concerning the information and knowledge aspects are already being addressed in
the proof of concept developed by the EDGE team and will be discussed in the context of the GEOSS
Infrastructure Development Task Team.
Most of the communities could not tell whether or not an increase of the data usage from their own
portal occurred because they did not measure it; however ENERGIC-OD noted that, although statistics
are not available, after the implementation of the Portal, users considered functionalities and
performances improved.

1-

Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Main comments
Excellent

Good

2

2

4

4

3

2

- GEOSS Widget

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A
7

- GEOSS Mirror

- GEOSS API

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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3
6

Comments were very enthusiastic about
this resource. One respondent would have
liked a greater level of customizability.
Comments were very enthusiastic about
this resource. One respondent would have
liked a greater level of customizability.
This resource was evaluated positively.
One respondent recommended the GEOSS
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API to evolve to leverage restful
API’s/Open Search API to discovery,
access and use producer and providers
data in the GEOSS Platform, rather than
fully relying on harvesting. It was clarified
that the GEOSS Platform supports both
harvesting
and
distributed
query
(including Opensearch, RESTful APIs, etc.).
Both approaches have pros and cons; e.g.
a fully distributed approach would result
in an inconsistent ranking and a much
longer query execution time due to the
distribution overhead. The way providers
are brokered in GEOSS Platform is agreed
during the interoperability test phase.
- GEOSS View
- Others (please specify)

5
1

1

6

The resource was evaluated as good.

9

Respondents were enthusiastic about the
responsiveness of the team.

How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent

Comments
Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Registration process
4
- In terms of content of
the implementation
(requirements
fulfilment)

7

3

4

Respondents were very positive about the
content
of
implementation
and
appreciated the responsiveness and
proactiveness of the team.

4

- In terms of quality of
the implementation
(user friendly interface,
etc.)

Respondents found the graphical user
interface very much improved, intuitive
and easy to use.
4

2-

Most respondents liked the registration
process. One of them would have liked a
link to register as provider.

6

One respondent recommended the GEOSS
Platform to become the single point of
access to all GEOSS related resources,
such as Yellow Pages, Flagships and
Initiatives sites etc. It was clarified that
the GEOSS Platform has a dedicated tab to
access the Yellow Pages

1

GEOSS platform usage

How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?
- The available resources
Data

Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

3

5

2

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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N/A
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Comments
Access was rated very well supported.
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One respondent recommended a more
structured data organization. It was
explained that is being pursued and
already done in part in a proof of concept
version of the GEOSS Platform.
Information
7

1

3

Information is generally considered good.
One respondent suggested to add a
capability to easily filter out those data
sources that cannot be visualized on the
map without having to go to Advanced
search.

4

Knowledge was deemed between good
and poor, and it was suggested to add the
option to search for data or information
or knowledge as a selection. It was
explained that this has been done in the
proof of concept version.

Knowledge
2

2

3

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Type of available data

Excellent

Good

2

5

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A
4

Data discovery

Comments
Data availability was in general well
appreciated.
Data discovery was considered very easy
and efficient both through the Portal and
through the API.

2

5

1

1

2

One respondent suggested to add a
clearer filter according to the GEO Data
Management Principles, or a prefiltering
via thematic views, e.g. ECVs. Also here, it
could be better visualized that these data
are somehow recommended/curated data
by a reliable organization.
It was explained that all of these concepts
are addressed in the Proof of Concept.

Data inspection
(visualization, metadata
inspection)

Available data are considered easily
inspected and visualized thanks to
metadata harmonization and uniform
interface.

2

4

2

3

One respondent regretted that often the
legend was not available, or sufficient
metadata. It was clarified that this depend
on the provider.
There is a need to work with
producers/providers to provide these
assets to improve data, information and
knowledge extraction.
A filter to (not) show data with
broken/not existing metadata was also
recommended.

Data access

5
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3

Available data are considered easily
accessed thanks to data harmonization.
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One respondent reported that some big
feature-based datasets (e.g. in Shape)
required much time to download.
However, taking into account the data
size, the access and transformation
performances were often satisfactory to
good.
It was suggested to add a ranking/star
feature for quality of service with
resources that are not consistently
available moved to the bottom of the list.
It was clarified that a ranking algorithm is
in fact available and configurable: it can
be tuned to weight data accessibility.
When
interoperability
tests
are
performed, data accessibility issues are
reported to providers.
Data usage

Respondents found that widespread data
formats are supported.

2

5

4

One recommended to support raw data,
methods, models access etc. to support
reproduction of results and scaling for
national or subnational use to provide
confidence for decision-makers.
It was explained that these topics are
being dealt with in the proof of concept
and corresponding results are input to the
GEOSS Infrastructure Development Task
Team.

Information/knowledge
extraction
3

1

2

5

It was suggested to differentiate in the
GEOSS Platform between the different
areas (data, information, knowledge).
It was clarified that this is done in the
proof of concept.

Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes

No

Don’t know

In terms of number of
users

1

1

9

In terms of data
inspected

1

1

9

In terms of volumes
downloaded

1

1

9

Comments

Table 5: Results of user satisfaction feedback
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2.3.1 Suggestions and recommendation summary
Users reported some suggestions and recommendations for further enhancing the GEOSS Platform.
As mentioned above, most of these have been addressed in the proof of concept version of the
GEOSS Platform (not yet operational) and other are under analysis.
These recommendations can be summarized as:









An intelligent way to structure data resulting from a search;
Regarding data access and information/knowledge extraction, services are needed to access
EO data (single scenes as well as time-series) and to analyze these (connect data with analysis
tools);
More online training should be shared through the portal on how to use functions of the
GEOSS Platform.
A webinar series based on topical and thematic areas of interest to support decision making
would also garner greater support. A GeoScience workbench that provides synthesis,
modeling and other analytical resources would help improve capacity for countries who have
limited infrastructure and support.
Ability for data providers to easily and clearly know how much of their data is retrieved and
downloaded, and also who is concerned about their data.
A filter option for different types of data would be appreciated, for example: satellite, gridded
in-situ, in-situ.
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Annex A. Survey results
Table 6: Energic-OD survey results

1-

Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

- GEOSS Widget

N/A

Comments

X

- GEOSS Mirror

X

The GEOSS Mirror was easily integrated just providing the
pan European Virtual Hub endpoint

- GEOSS API

X

Ten applications have been developed based on the
GEOSS API provided by the pEVH.

- GEOSS View

X

- Others (please specify)
How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

Registration process
- In terms of content of the
implementation (requirements fulfillment)

X

The EDGE Team was very responsive to fully implement
the ENERGIC OD requirements and customization

- In terms of quality of the implementation
(user friendly interface, etc.)

X

The pan European Virtual Hub and the GEOSS Community
Portal were well evaluated by users and in the project
final review.

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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2-

GEOSS platform usage

How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?

- The available resources
Excellent
Data

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

X

Comments
As a project choice, the pEVH provides access only to a
selected set of data sources. The access was very well
supported

Information

X

ENERGIC-OD pEVH is focused on data

Knowledge

X

ENERGIC-OD pEVH is focused on data

N/A

Comments

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Excellent
Type of available data
Data discovery

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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Good

Satisfactory

Poor

X
X

Data discovery was very easy and efficient both through
the Portal and through the API. (In particular, the
semantic search from the API allowed multilingual
support.)
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Data inspection (visualization, metadata
inspection)

X

Data access

X

Data usage

Some big feature-based datasets (e.g. in Shape) required
much time to download. However, taking into account
the data size, the access and transformation
performances were often satisfactory to good.
X

Some transformations were not available especially for
feature based datasets, however the most common
formats are supported.

Information/knowledge extraction

X

ENERGIC-OD pEVH is focused on data

Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes

Don’t know

Comments

In terms of number of users

X

By a quantitative point of view, statistics are not
available, however, by a qualitative point-of-view, after
the implementation of the Portal, users considered
functionalities and performances improved.

In terms of data inspected

X

In terms of volumes downloaded

X

3-

No

Do you have suggestions for improvements

Please specify

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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Table 7: SWOS survey results

1-

Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent
- GEOSS Widget

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

x

- GEOSS Mirror

x

- GEOSS API

x

- GEOSS View

x

- Others (please specify)

x

How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent
Registration process

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A
x

- In terms of content of the
implementation (requirements fulfillment)

x

- In terms of quality of the implementation
(user friendly interface, etc.)

x

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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2-

GEOSS platform usage

How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?

- The available resources
Excellent

Good

Data

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

x

Comments
Too much data in an unstructured way, it would be good
if a broker can help structure (maybe hierarchically) the
millions of datasets available in GEOSS.

Information

x

I only discovered raw satellite data and map products.
Please define the term “information”.

Knowledge

x

I only discovered raw satellite data and map products.
Please define the term “knowledge”.

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

Type of available data
Data discovery

Data inspection (visualization, metadata
inspection)

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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x

In all data discovery systems, there is a clear need
to structure resulting data (see last comment
above).
x

Often the legend is not available. Thus resulting
maps cannot be used further. Also often too less
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metadata is available. It would be good to ensure
good quality standards for metadata and data
visualization. Also GetFeatureInfo request could
be brokered and useful to users.
Data access

x

I like the idea of the WCS download broker, but
the implementation needs improvements: no
GeoTIFF is provided (only netCDF, JPG, PNG),
which is for many to most suitable data format for
raster data; also all files downloaded have “.dat”
file ending for PNG, JPG or netCDF data.

Data usage
Information/knowledge extraction

x

Is that available? If yes, please share, make it more
obvious!

Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes

No

In terms of number of users

x

In terms of data inspected

x

In terms of volumes downloaded

x

3-

Don’t know

Comments
Until now our portal has to less users in general.

Do you have suggestions for improvements

Most important topic: How to deal with millions of resources that are brokered through GEOSS? As mentioned above in the comments, a better / intelligent way to
structure resulting data is needed. Although faceted search is available, there are too much options. Users should be guided through results maybe with an additional
hierarchical structure build by the broker. In regards to data access and information/knowledge extraction, services are needed to access EO data (single scenes as well as
time-series!) and to analyze these (connect data with analysis tools). Those services must not be provided by GEOSS, but GEOSS could rather use WPS services from data
providers or other resources.
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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Table 8: ECOpotential survey results

1- Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

- GEOSS Widget

N/A

Comments
A new Widget for Graph-based concept navigation
has been developed to support the
ECOPOTENTIAL use-case. The development has
been carried out by the EDGE Portal Development
Team thus I cannot estimate the easiness of
integration
The ECOPOTENTIAL VLAB has been easily
connected to a GEOSS Mirror instance enriched
with the Widget described above
The GEOSS API have been easily used for model
input data discovery and access
Not used

N/A

Comments

x

- GEOSS Mirror

x

- GEOSS API

x

- GEOSS View
- Others (please specify)

x

How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent

Registration process
- In terms of content of the
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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Good

Satisfactory

Poor

x

The ECOPOTENTIAL Portal effectively provides
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implementation (requirements
fulfillment)
- In terms of quality of the
implementation (user friendly
interface, etc.)

access to the ECOPOTENTIAL VLAB allowing to
navigate ecosystem concepts to find relevant
models, launch them and visualize the output.
The graph-based interface has been very well
implemented. Some user found the graph-based
navigation a bit complex.

x

2- GEOSS platform usage

How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?
- The available resources
Excellent

Data
Information
Knowledge

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
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Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

x
x
x
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Several data are available for ECOPOTENTIAL use
Most data provide few information about quality
and thus usability for ecosystem management usecases
ECOPOTENTIAL has to collect and formalize
ecosystem/biodiversity knowledge from other
sources. E.g. the navigation ontology was defined
in ECOPOTENTIAL.
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- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Excellent

Good

Type of available data
Data discovery
Data inspection (visualization,
metadata inspection)

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

x
x
x

Data access

x

Data usage

x

Information/knowledge extraction

x

Comments
Not all data useful for ECOPOTENTIAL are
available through GEOSS and are accessed by the
VLAB from the data provider
Available data are easily discovered
Available data are easily inspected and visualized
thanks to metadata harmonization and uniform
interface
Available data are easily accessed thanks to data
harmonization. Some data transformation are not
available
Widespread data formats are supported. Useful
information for usage (resolution, fitness for
purpose) are not provided by the producer.
This functionality was implemented by the VLAB
and not required to the GEOSS Platform.

Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes

No

Don’t know

In terms of number of users

x

In terms of data inspected
In terms of volumes downloaded

x
x

3- Do you have suggestions for improvements
Please specify
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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This will depend on the collection of requirements in ECOPOTENTIAL

Table 9: Atlantos survey results

1- Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent

- GEOSS Widget
- GEOSS Mirror
- GEOSS API
- GEOSS View
- Others (please specify)

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

N/A

Comments

x
x
x
x
x

How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent

Registration process
- In terms of content of the
implementation (requirements
fulfillment)
- In terms of quality of the
implementation (user friendly
interface, etc.)

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Good
x

Satisfactory

Poor

x

all my requests have been implemented fast and
to my liking
x
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2- GEOSS platform usage

How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?
- The available resources
Excellent

Good

Data
Information
Knowledge

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

N/A

Comments

x
x
x

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Excellent

Good

Type of available data
Data discovery
Data inspection (visualization,
metadata inspection)
Data access
Data usage
Information/knowledge extraction

Satisfactory

Poor

x
x
x
x
x

Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes
In terms of number of users
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

No

Don’t know
x
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In terms of data inspected
In terms of volumes downloaded

x
x

3- Do you have suggestions for improvements
I have generally been happy with the information an help that I have received in connection with setting up the AtlantOS portal.

Table 10: AmeriGEO survey results

1-

Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

- GEOSS Widget

X

Overall great resource. Would like to have the ability to
customize more for our community.

- GEOSS Mirror

X

Overall great resource. Would like to have the ability to
customize more for our community.

- GEOSS API

X

Generally supportive of the GEOSS API. But I
acknowledge some limitations. The reliance on harvesting
as a long-term brokering architecture in a big data world
is resource and maintenance intensive that limits access
to data that is being generated daily. Access to near-realtime data being generated by produces and services is
often needed to support product generation for decisionmaking. Recommend the GEOSS API evolve to leverage
restful API’s/Open Search API to discovery, access and

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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use producer and providers data in the GEOSS Platform.
This will ensure users have access to current data,
products and services as they are produced by providers.
- GEOSS View

X

- Others (please specify)

Overall good resource.
X

The integration of the GEOSS Platform components has
improved but integration through a single interface is still
needed to improve the user experience.

How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Registration process

The registration process for providers is confusing. There
isn’t a link in the GEOSS Portal to register and that should
be a top priority.

X
- In terms of content of the
implementation (requirements fulfillment)

- In terms of quality of the implementation
(user friendly interface, etc.)

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Comments

X

Team has been very responsive to our request for the
Americas and GeoGlows. I was impressed to see how
quickly the team engaged with us to test the use of
restful API’s to provide real-time search and discovery of
providers information across the Americas.
X

The interface is overall good and much improved in the
new version. Its confusing to users to go different places
to access resources of the GEOSS Platform. I would
recommend all access goes through the GEOSS Portal
that should be renamed the GEOSS Platform. For
example the user has to go to a different place to use the
DAB capabilities and the yellow pages and find flagship
and initiative sites etc. These should all be available in
one place.
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2-

GEOSS platform usage

How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?

- The available resources
Excellent

Good

Data

X

Information

X

Knowledge

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

X

Comments

Hard to determine what is knowledge in the GEOSS
Platform. Consider adding an indicator in search and the
option to search for data or information or knowledge as
a selection.

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

Type of available data

X

Consider adding an indicator in search and the option to
search for data or information or knowledge as a
selection.

Data discovery

X

Consider adding an indicator in search and the option to
search for data or information or knowledge as a

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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selection.
Data inspection (visualization, metadata
inspection)

X

Data access

Metadata quality is often lacking. Need to work with
producers/providers to provide these assets to improve
data, information and knowledge extraction.
X

Data usage

Often many of the resources are not available. A
ranking/star feature needs to be added for quality of
service with resources that are not consistently available
moved to the bottom of the list. Need to work with
producers/providers to provide these assets to improve
data, information and knowledge extraction.

X

Information/knowledge extraction

Lack of access to raw data, methods, models etc. makes it
difficult for users to reproduce results and scale for
national or subnational use to provide confidence for
decision-makers. Need to work with
producers/providers to provide these assets to improve
data, information and knowledge extraction.
X

Lack of access to raw data, methods, models etc. makes it
difficult for users to reproduce results and scale for
national or subnational use to provide confidence for
decision-makers. Need to work with
producers/providers to provide these assets to improve
data, information and knowledge extraction.

Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes
In terms of number of users

X

In terms of data inspected

X

In terms of volumes downloaded

X

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

No

Don’t know
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3-

Do you have suggestions for improvements

Please specify
See comments provided. Additionally, there is a need for more online training that could be shared through the portal on how to use features of functions of the GEOSS
Platform. A webinar serious based on topical and thematic areas of interest to support decision making would also garner greater support. A GeoScience workbench that
provides synthesis, modeling and other analytical resources would help improve capacity for countries who have limited infrastructure and support.

Table 11: DBAR survey results

1- Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

N/A

Comments

√

- GEOSS Widget
- GEOSS Mirror

√

- GEOSS API

√
√

- GEOSS View
- Others (please specify)

How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Good

Satisfactory

Poor
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Registration process

√

- In terms of content of the
implementation (requirements fulfillment)

√

- In terms of quality of the implementation
(user friendly interface, etc.)

√

2-

GEOSS platform usage

How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?

- The available resources
Excellent

Data
Information
Knowledge

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

√
√
√

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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Excellent

Type of available data

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

Don’t know

Comments

√

Data discovery

√

Data inspection (visualization, metadata
inspection)

√

Data access

√

Data usage

√

Information/knowledge extraction

√

Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes

No

In terms of number of users

√

In terms of data inspected

√

In terms of volumes downloaded
3-

√

Do you have suggestions for improvements

Please specify
As a data provider, we want to know clearly how much our data is retrieved and downloaded, and also want to know who is concerned about our data. As a data
manager, we want to know how the GEOSS platform is automatically connected to our system (ChinaGEOSS) .

Table 12: GCOS survey results (Stephan Dietrich)
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1-

Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

- GEOSS Widget
- GEOSS Mirror

Comments

x

Not implemented or tested

x

Not implemented or tested

x

- GEOSS API
- GEOSS View
- Others (please specify)

N/A

x
x

Very supportive team

How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent
Registration process
- In terms of content of the
implementation (requirements fulfillment)
- In terms of quality of the implementation
(user friendly interface, etc.)

2-

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

x

Very supportive team
x
x

Improvement of quality control is required

GEOSS platform usage

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Comments
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How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?

- The available resources
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Data

x

x

Information

x

Poor

N/A

Comments
A clear separation of the quality assured data sets should
be more visible. Maybe the GEO DMP could act here as
an additional filter. But large-improvements are visible!
Since much less details available in comparison to the
data section, it is easier to navigate and to find required
information

Knowledge

x

Not tested

N/A

Comments

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Excellent
Type of available data

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Satisfactory

Poor

x

Data discovery

Data inspection (visualization, metadata
inspection)

Good

x

This is maybe the caveat of the excellent availability of
different data types: It is still difficult to find the “right”
(in terms of most reliable) data. A clearer filter according
to the GEO Datamangement Principles could address this.
The other way is the prefitlering via thematic views, e.g.
ECVs. Also here, it could be better visualized that these
data are somehow recommended/curated data by an
reliable organization.

x

A filter to (not) show data with broken/not existing meta
data would help.
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Data access

x

Data usage

x

Information/knowledge extraction

x

From the User Experience side it could maybe be helpful
to better differentiate between the different areas (data,
information, knowledge).

Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes

Don’t know

Comments

In terms of number of users

x

GEOSS should send automated reports to data suppliers
once requested

In terms of data inspected

x

In terms of volumes downloaded

x

3-

No

Do you have suggestions for improvements

Please specify

Table 13: GCOS survey results (Valentin Aich)

1-

Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A
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- GEOSS Widget

We are very interested in having the ECV Tool integrated
into our website (gcos.wmo.int) b and we are currently
exploring which of the offered ways is technically feasible
and appropriate for us. This depends also on the WMO
security strategy and we expect therefore that this will
still, take some time.

- GEOSS Mirror
- GEOSS API
- GEOSS View
- Others (please specify)
How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

Registration process
- In terms of content of the
implementation (requirements fulfillment)

X

Already very good and is currently improved in regard of
metadata collection.

- In terms of quality of the implementation
(user friendly interface, etc.)

X

The platform is intuitive and easy to use.

2-

GEOSS platform usage

How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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- The available resources
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Data

Comments
Since the platform is not fully implemented and launched
yet, it is currently not possible to answer this. However,
we expect that the instruments will fully cover all the
requirements.

Information
Knowledge

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Type of available data

Comments
Since the platform is not fully implemented and launched
yet, it is currently not possible to answer this. However,
we expect that the functionalities will provide additional
benefits to better understand the data and pre-visualize
it.

Data discovery
Data inspection (visualization, metadata
inspection)
Data access
Data usage
Information/knowledge extraction
Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes

No

Don’t know

In terms of number of users

Comments
Not launched yet.

In terms of data inspected
In terms of volumes downloaded
3-

Do you have suggestions for improvements

It would be helpful if a filter option for different types of data would be possible, for example: satellite, gridded in-situ, in-situ

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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Table 14: GEO Essential Survey results

1-

Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

- GEOSS Widget

N/A

Comments

x

- GEOSS Mirror

x

- GEOSS API

x

- GEOSS View

x

- Others (please specify)
How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Registration process
- In terms of content of the
implementation (requirements fulfillment)
- In terms of quality of the implementation
(user friendly interface, etc.)
2-

x
x

GEOSS platform usage

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?

- The available resources
Excellent

Good

Data

x

Information

x

Knowledge

x

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

Poor

N/A

Comments

Don’t know

Comments

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Excellent

Good

Type of available data

x

Data discovery

x

Data inspection (visualization, metadata
inspection)

x

Satisfactory

Data access

x

Data usage

x

Information/knowledge extraction

x

Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes

No

In terms of number of users

x

In terms of data inspected

x

In terms of volumes downloaded

x

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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3-

Do you have suggestions for improvements

GC (13 May 2020) – during the web call, it was added that a connection with the GCOS team and join forces on ECV would be of importance
In addition to this, computation of SDG 11.7.1 will be probably available from the project and therefore injected in the GEOSS Platform.
SDG 15.3.1 computation will probably evolve to compute as well sub-indicators on the fly and use more detailed soil carbon datasets for Europe

Table 15: SMURBS survey results

1- Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

- GEOSS Widget
- GEOSS Mirror

X
X

Comments
I have not been involved with this component
I have not been directly involved with this component.
Guido Colangeli explained its scope and its
implementation that seems straightforward (I also looked
at the deliverable 3.2 of the EDGE project) but the
SMURBS project is not yet mature to define a dedicated
mirror by itself. There is an ongoing discussion on the
ERA-PLANET project level (SMURBS is only one of the four
sub-projects)

- GEOSS API

X

I have not been involved with this component

- GEOSS View

X

I have not been involved with this component

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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- Others (please specify)

How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent

Registration process

2-

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

X

The implementation has not been completed yet so this
rating is not robust. The aim is to achieve something
equivalent to the SDG 11.6.2 by the UN statistics division
and/or the 15.3.1 by GEOEssential.

X

To this point, support has been extremely to the point
and the direct link to the WMS worked perfectly for the
current implementation status.

GEOSS platform usage

How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?

- The available resources
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Comments

X

- In terms of content of the
implementation (requirements fulfillment)

- In terms of quality of the implementation
(user friendly interface, etc.)

Good
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Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Comments

N/A

Data

X

Although there is a wealth of data, difficult discovery
hinders actual exploitation.

Information

X

I have not traversed the GEOSS Portal much. From a few
examples I have examined, information is not always at
the same level. Although the basics are there (e.g.
contributor or access to external site), a lot of the
information is missing and I really stop looking thereafter
or google it instead.

Knowledge

X

I have not traversed the GEOSS Portal much. Per product,
I don't find I acquire new knowledge or make connections
with larger domains. The knowledge I gain is up to the
level of who is the provider and a general description of
the product, which probably, I am already aware of.
However, perhaps my opinion is biased due me following
the GKH discussion.

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Type of available data
Data discovery

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Comments

N/A

X
X
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I don't have a clear view on this subject as I have not
downloaded any data through GEOSS Portal.
Here I find one of the most critical issue of the portal. I
tried to find the "Urban Atlas - Building Height 2012"
which I knew beforehand that it should exist in the portal
(being a Copernicus product) but could not find it, no
matter the effort. Instead, I used the EEA's GEOSS
Metadata Catalogue and found it immediately. Moreover,
the find mechanics (text search, filters etc.) do not seem
capable of addressing the volume of data available. When
I get >250K results, I am simply overwhelmed and I do not
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wish to continue "tweaking" the search functionalities.
Data inspection (visualization, metadata
inspection)

X

When the data is present, the functionality is more than
satisfactory.

Data access

X

Data usage

X

I don't have a clear view on this subject as I have not
downloaded any data through GEOSS Portal.
In a few examples I've seen in the proof of concept GEOSS
version, the direct data visualisation on layers is very
helpful to get a quick view (e.g. SDG 11.6.2 from the UN
statistical Division)

Information/knowledge extraction

X

From the current content of the portal, I get no new
knowledge from the portal (apart from where I can find
the data in an external page and the contributor). The
information is many time missing, apart from the basic
points. However, perhaps my opinion is biased due me
following the GKH discussion.

Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes

No

Don’t know

Comments

In terms of number of users

X

SMURBS SDG 11.6.2 portal is still at a proof of concept
stage, so I cannot answer this question.

In terms of data inspected

X

SMURBS SDG 11.6.2 portal is still at a proof of concept
stage, so I cannot answer this question.

In terms of volumes downloaded

X

SMURBS SDG 11.6.2 portal is still at a proof of concept
stage, so I cannot answer this question.

3- Do you have suggestions for improvements
The search functionality is the most critical point in my opinion as right now, it hinders effective use from the portal. Here, syntax options, more filters, results based on
previous searches (like Google) are some ideas but I really am no expert in this. I do not know who the "ideal" user is but as a downstream user (e.g. when searching for
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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Copernicus Urban Atlas to download and use), the portal was on no help to me. I am most likely oblivious to the extent of data involved but this should not be affecting my
experience in the portal.
There is a gap between the "GEOSS curated" products and all the rest. This might be obvious, but there should be a certain level of curation in all products. I do not know
how the DAB works or how products are incorporated and filled in, but many products are almost empty of information. Could there be some quality flags applied if
information contained in the metadata is now adequate etc? For example, I am interested in Athens and the SDG values there. I arrive at this product:
https://bit.ly/2xKqh0h. Apart from getting the contributor's name, I cannot make much more use of it.
Finally, the site usage is not intuitive. The functionalities you expect in a "map" platform are indeed there. Nevertheless, as a first time user, what exactly is my experience
when I try to find e.g. population density data for Europe? Some "demo" runs from first time users, outside the GEO community could be I think helpful for gathering FAQs
and "patterns that lead to halts or bottlenecks" to really work towards the portal's intuitiveness.
Table 16: Space4Water survey results

1-

Integration/interfacing GEOSS platform tools/resources

How do you rate the easiness of integration/interfacing the GEOSS platform tools/instruments such as:
Excellent
- GEOSS Widget

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

Comments

x

- GEOSS Mirror

x

- GEOSS API

x

- GEOSS View

x

- Others (please specify)

x

How do you rate the implementation of your requirements in the GEOSS portal?
Excellent
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A
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Registration process

x

- In terms of content of the
implementation (requirements fulfillment)

x

The team is very responsive and proactive in terms of
pushing the ability of partners to use the widget. The
integration is not yet completed.

- In terms of quality of the implementation
(user friendly interface, etc.)

x

UX improved quite considerably from the last version of
the GEOSS portal, for which we did not have an
integration of the widget on our side.
Since the widget is intended to be used by various
organizations, a config file for paths of significant files /
folders would be great to prevent manual changes in the
code, that become obsolete with new versions of the
code.
At this point the implementation of requirements has not
yet ended. So the above are my observations of the
beginning of the collaboration so far.

2-

GEOSS platform usage

How do you rate the GEOSS platform instruments responding to your requirements?
EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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- The available resources
Excellent

Good

Data

Satisfactory

Poor

N/A

x

Comments
It would be great to easily filter out those data sources
that cannot be visualized on the map, those that don’t
have a WMS with a Boolean only, without having to go to
Advanced search.

Information

x

Knowledge

x

So far only the SDGs and indicators are there. In my view
this is information and not knowledge.

N/A

Comments

- The available functionalities (please specify issues, if any, in the comments field)
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Type of available data

I have not extensively used the GEO portal myself but
direct our community of practice to it and encourage and
inform about the importance of the use of standards and
common platforms, such as the GEOSS Portal.

Data discovery

See above comment on available resources – data and
the suggestion to easily filter for visualizable and
downloadable data

Data inspection (visualization, metadata
inspection)

As indicated above, allow to filter.

Data access

Not enough user experience on my side to judge

Data usage

Not enough user experience on my side to judge

Information/knowledge extraction

Not enough user experience on my side to judge
Data is visualizable and downloadable

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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Could you observe an increase of the data usage from your own portal?
Yes

Don’t know

Comments

In terms of number of users

x

We have not yet launched the widget in a live version

In terms of data inspected

x

We have not yet launched the widget in a live version

In terms of volumes downloaded

x

We have not yet launched the widget in a live version

3-

No

Do you have suggestions for improvements

See above comments

EDGE EC Grant Agreement no. 776136
Deliverable D4.2
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Annex D. Terminology
D.1 Acronyms and Abbreviations
AtlantOS

Optimising and Enhancing the Integrated Atlantic Ocean
Observing System

EDGE

European Direction in GCI Enhancements

BON

Biodiversity Observation Network

DEL

Deliverable

EcoPotential

Improving future
observations

ENERGIC_OD

European NEtwork for Redistributing Geospatial Information
to user Communities - Open Data

EO

Earth Observation

EOP

Earth Observation Programme

ESA

European Space Agency

GA

Google Analytics

GCI

GEOSS Common Infrastructure

GEO

Group on Earth Observation

GEO DAB

GEO Discovery and Access Broker

GEOSS

Global Earth Observation System of Systems

GPE

GEOSS Portal Enhancements

SWOS

Satellite-based Wetland Observation Service

TBD

To Be Defined
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